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• Shave ice attachment powered by the 
KitchenAid stand mixer
Easy to set up, to use and to clean
To consistently make textured shave ice in under a 
minute for toppings, flavours, and sauces 
Effortlessly shave an ice base that is fluffy and 
light

• Included ice molds 
To easily freeze plain or flavoured water, fresh 
juice, coffee, and cream to experiment and create 
unique combinations whenever creativity strikes

• 2 blades: from fine as snow to coarse as hand-
shaved
To customize the ice structure 
To have a consistent ice base as the ice mold 
design maximizes blade contact for an even end 
product

5KSMSIA

*** Stand Mixer shown sold separately.
*** Fits all KitchenAid stand mixers except the PROFESSIONAL Bowl-Lift Stand Mixer model 5KSM7990X.



KitchenAid Stand Mixer Optional Attachment
Shave Ice Attachment 5KSMSIA

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

4 Ice molds with lid
To explore endless ice flavours.
1)  Freeze: Fill any of the 4 ice molds with a base of choice such as water. 

Freeze for 12-24 hours.
Position a pre-frozen block of plain ice or flavoured liquid  inside the 
attachment.  
Dishwasher-safe.

2 Blades: fine (snow) and coarse (hand-shaved) 
2)  Shave: Remove ice from mold and allow to ‘temper*’.  

Choose a blade, select the coarseness, and load the ice ‘puck’ (should 
be ready to use in 10 minutes or less) into the ice cup of the shave ice 
attachment.

Dishwasher-safe.

Shave ice attachment
3)  Release top lever and shave/create.  

To customize any creation with an array of flavourful syrups, fruits and 
other tasty toppings.

Storage box
To easily store and keep clean all accessories in one and the same box. 

TECHNICAL DATA 
Material bowl outer Plastic
Product dimensions H × W × D 22.85 × 15.88 × 11.75 cm
Packaging dimensions H × W × D 14.3 × 28.1 × 34.6 cm
Master pack dimensions H × W × D 30.6 × 29.5 × 36 cm
Net weight 1.22 kg
Gross weight 1.88 kg
Master pack gross weight 4.15 kg
Master pack 2 units
Country of origin China

REFERENCE EAN EAN MASTER PACK (2 UNITS)
5KSMSIA 8003437050183 8003437050190

* Tempering: means allowing the ice to adjust at room temperature until it develops a glossy, 
wet look and is clear from all sides. Tempering is an important step for producing the lightest 
and fluffiest shave ice.


